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A recent extension of the classic Simon Newcomb problem involving multicolored sequences 
suggests the existence of two related enumeration problems on multicolored permutations and 
multicolored tableaux. The generating functions for these three problems constitute a “family” 
of results. 
1. Introduction 
In a sense, the combinatorial correspondences relating the four objects listed in 
(1.1) may be thought of as “familial” links between various generating functions. 
I. 
(1.1) I::. 
IV. 
Matrices with non-negative integer entries 
Sequences of non-negative integers 
Tableaux 
Permutations. 
Without going into the details, one such family is described in the next three 
paragraphs. 
In 1970, Knuth [6] constructed a bijection between matrices and pairs of Young 
tableaux. Besides generalizing the Robinson-Schensted [14,15] correspondence, 
Knuth’s bijection provided a combinatorial demonstration of the Schur function 
identity 
t1e2) C G(X)T,(y) =n (l -Xi_Yj)-‘9 
I i.i 
where k denotes a partition. Variations of Knuth’s bijection have been employed 
to derive a number of other Schur function identities (for details, see 
[6,7,g, 131). 
Recently, DCsarmCnien and Foata [2,3] made the beautiful observation that 
the algebra of Schur functions may be used to obtain generating functions for 
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permutations by various statistics. In particular, they showed 
the generating function of Garsia and Gessel [4] for 
descents, idescents, major index, and imajor index: 
that (1.2) implies 
permutations by 
(1.3) nzo(t,; q )p’n;tu”q ) = rFot;t+u. q ;, 
1 n+1 2; 
’ 
2 n+l .a 7 It 2 r+l,s+l 
where 
(u; 4)m+, := (1 - u)(l - uq) . - * (1 - uq”) and 
(u; 41, q2h+17+1 := fj fi (l- uqfq<). 
i=(J j=lJ 
Furthermore, working in a “bicolored” setting, Desarmenien and Foata general- 
ized (1.3) and also derived a number of other identities of the same form as (1.3) 
by making use of a modified version of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence 
between pairs of bi-tableaux and bicolored permutations. Remmel [13] has also 
employed the same technique. 
Another approach to identities of the form exhibited in (1.3) is given in 
[lo, 111. The basic idea is that generating functions of “Simon Newcomb” type 
for sequences may be transformed into ones for permutations by idescents and 
imajor index. In fact, it was shown in [lo] that (1.3) follows directly from the 
solution of a q-analog of the classic Simon Newcomb problem (see [l, 9,121): 
(1.4) 
c S(i(r))X’(‘) 
i(r)*0 (C 4)n+1 =Zt” 
where i(r) denotes a sequence 
k=l 
(i . 1,121 . . . , ir) of non-negative integers, n := 
_ Y cn il+i2+-. * + i,, and XiCr) : = flk=, nm. 
Together, identities (1.2) through (1.4) exemplify the theme of this article. 
These three generating functions may be considered as a family. It is in this spirit 
that this paper presents a “multicolored” family of enumerative results which 
generalize (1.2) through (1.4). 
Actually, one member of the just mentioned multicolored family has appeared 
in a previous article. In connection with a multicolored Simon Newcomb 
problem, a combinatorial interpretation in terms of multicolored sequences was 
given in [12] for the coefficients $(i(r)) implicitly defined by 
(1.5) 
Based on the combinatorics of [12] for (1.5), which will be restated in Section 2 
of this paper, related interpretations in terms of multicolored permutations and 
tableaux will be respectively given in Sections 3 and 6 for the coefficients in the 
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expressions 
(a) z0 (tl. 4 p(;)cnq ) 
, 
(1.6) 
1 n+1 2; 2 n+l 
tbj 7 T’,(X)T,(Y) = n nK=l (l +hxih). 
i,jal KC=1 (I - blxiYj) 
Note that in the case when v = 1, bl = 1, and g, = 0 for 1 <rn 6 w that (1.5), 
(1,6a), and (1.6b) respectively reduce to the family of identities consisting of 
(1.4), (1.3), and (1.2). 
In the bicolored case (V = 1 and w = l), the interpretations of the coefficients in 
(1.6) given in this paper differ from those previously obtained by Desarmenien 
and Foata [2]. As a way of reconciling matters, a weight preserving bijection 
between multicolored permutations is given in Section 5. 
2. The multicolored Simon problem 
The combinatorial interpretation presented in [12] to (1.5) arises in connection 
with a multicolored Simon Newcomb problem. The reason for restating the main 
result of [12] here is two-fold: Besides being a close relative of the identities in 
(1.6), identity (1.5) will be used in Section 4 to establish the validity of the 
combinatorial interpretation given in Section 3 for PC(n) of identity (1.6a). 
The set of colors considered throughout this paper is C := 
{b,, b2, . . . , b,, g,, g,, . . . , gW} where bl, b2, . . . , b, denote v distinct shades 
of blue, and g,, g,, . . . , g, denote w distinct shades of green. The symbol <= will 
signify the total order on C specified by 
(2.1) b,<,b,<,. . -%b,<cg,<cg,<c-. .<,g,. 
Let < be the usual total order on N := (1, 2, 3, . . .}. A pair (‘f) with n E N and 
c E C will be referred to as a colored integer (think of n as being colored c). The 
lexicographic ordering on the set of colored integers N @ C will be denoted by 
<@. Thus, 
iff either (a) nl < n2 or (b) n, = n2 and cl <= c2. 
For a finite “multicolored” sequence of the form f:=f(l)f(2) . . -f(n) where, 
for 1 G k G n, f(k) is a colored integer, the cut set of f, denoted by Cutf, is 
defined to be the union of the two disjoint sets 
(a) {k : 1 s k < n,f(k) ,>f(k + 1)) 
(2.3) (b) {k : 16 k < n,f(k) =f(k + l),f(k) is green}. 
Of course, in (2.3b), the statement “f(k) is green” together withf(k) =f(k + 1) 
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means that f(k) and f(k + 1) are both of the same shade of green. Further, let 
(2.4) 
(4 
@I 
(c) 
(d) 
cutf : = cardinality of Cutf 
scsf := c k 
keCutf 
PI(j) := the number of integers of color bl in f 
ymcf) : = the number of integers of color g, in$ 
As an illustration of these definitions, if f is the multicolored sequence (written as 
a two-row matrix) 
f 
2 (gl 3 2 2 4 4 5 2 (2’5) := b2 g, gl bi bl g, bz > 
then it is easy to see that Cutf = (2, 3,7}, cutf = 3, scsf = 12, pi(f) = 2, 
P&f) = 2, r1df) = 3, and r*(J) = 1. It is worth remarking that when f is a single 
shade of blue bl, then cut f and scs f correspond to the classic statistics known as 
the descent number and the major index (see [5,9]). On the other hand, if f is a 
single shade of green g,, then cutf is equal to the number of nonrises (see [l, 51). 
As in (2.5), a multicolored sequence f will be viewed as a pair ({) where 
f :=f(l)f(2) . . -f(n) is an “uncolored” sequence of positive integers, c is 
mapping from { 1,2, . . . , n} to the color set C, and, of course, f (k) := ($]) for 
1 G k s n. With respect to this viewpoint, for an r-tuple i(r) := (i1, iz, . . . , i,) of 
non-negative integers, the symbol S,[i(r)] will signify the set of multicolored 
sequences f := (f) of length it := ii + i2 + - - . + i, in which the integer m appears 
infa total of i, times for 1 s m s r. Both f and f will be said to be of specification 
i(r), and the notation specf = specf = i(r) will be used. For instance, the 
multicolored sequence f of (2.5) has specification specf = (0, 4, 1, 2, 1). 
The interpretation given in [12] for (1.5) is stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf gBU’ := fly=i (b,)Bfv’ and Gyv) := IIgcl (g,)ymv), then S,(i(r)) 
of (1.5) is equal to 
c 9 
tcu’f S=f@f)GY(_f)_ 
fe&li(r)l 
3. Multicolored permutations 
A combinatorial interpretation for the coefficients Z’,(n) defined by (1.6a) may 
be given in terms of various statistics on “multicolored” permutations. First, let 
Z’[n] denote the set of “uncolored” permutations of { 1,2, . . . , n}. A multi- 
colored permutation then is a pair (T : = (z) where o E Z’[n] and c is a mapping 
into the color set {b,, bZ, . . . , b,, g,, g,, . . . , gw}. The symbol Pc[n] will signify 
the set of multicolored permutations of length n. 
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There are six statistics which arise in connection with the interpretation given 
for P,(n) in this section. The statistics cut, scs, PI and ym on multicolored 
permutations are as defined in (2.4). The other two pertain to the mixture set of 
o E P,[n], denoted by Mix (T, which is defined to be the set of indices k, 1 c k < n, 
satisfying any one of the following 5 conditions: 
appears to the left of 
(3.1) (c) (“,’ ‘) appears to the right of 
(d) (kgfl) and (,“) 
(e) (“i ‘) and (g’) appear in 0, 
m 
where 1~ 1 s v and 1 s m < W. The two statistics associated with Mix (r are 
(3.2) (a) mix <T : = cardinality of Mix o (b) sms(T:= 2 k. 
ksMixo 
As an example of these six statistics, if 
(3.3) a:= z = 
0 ( 
35426781 
gl bz g, g, bi bi g, b2 
E pm 
then Cut u = (2, 3, 7)) Mix u = (4, 5)) cut o = 3, scs 0 = 12, mix a = 2, sms u = 
9, PI(@) = 2, rB2(4 = 2, rd4 = 3, and Y,(O) = 1. Note that, in the terminology 
of [2,3], when (J is a single shade of blue (resp. green), then Mix o = ILigne u 
(resp. Mix o = CoIligne a). Thus, in general, Mix 0 may be viewed as a type of 
mixture between the ILigne and CoIligne sets of (T. 
The advertised interpretation of the coefficients defined in (1.6a) is given in 
Theorem 3.1. A proof of this theorem is sketched in Section 4. In the bicolored 
case when v = 1 and w = 1, other combinatorial interpretations for PC(n) have 
been given by DCsarmCnien and Foata [2,3] and by Remmel [13]. 
Theorem 3.1. The polynomials defined below in (3.4) satisfy (1.6a): 
(3.4) Pi = C (tl)mix~(f2)cut~(q1)smsO(q2)~~~~~B(~)~~(o) 
=Cbl 
where 
BP’“) : = fi,(b,)“““’ and G”(O) := mnI (g,,,)Ym(0). 
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4. A proof of Theorem 3.1 
As indicated in the introduction, there are a few different approaches that may 
be used in establishing Theorem 3.1. The argument employed in this section 
follows the method developed in [lo]. Explicitly stated, this strategy consists of 
transforming Theorem 2.1 into Theorem 3.1 by making use of an appropriate 
correspondence between multicolored sequences and multicolored permutations. 
The correspondence I+!J, which does the job, maps a multicolored sequence 
f := (f) E S,[i(r)] to a pair of the form 
wheren:=i,+i,+** . + i,, (T E P,[n], and h is a non-decreasing integer sequence 
of length n satisfying the conditions of (4.2): 
(a) l<h(k)cr for 1SkGn 
(4.2) (b) h(k) < h(k + 1) if k E Mix (3. 
The set of such h will henceforth be denoted by H[r, 01. 
The map ‘1’ is perhaps most easily understood when described in terms of 
readings. Let f := ({) E S,[i(r)] and (1, 2, . . . , n} be a set of labels where 
IZ := ii + i2 + * * * + i,. Using the labels in order, each element of f is to be 
assigned a unique label according to the following recipe: With respect to the 
lexicographic order <,s defined in (2.2), determine the minimum value f(k) := 
($j)) in f that has not received a label. If c(k) = bl, then in reading f from left to 
right, place one label immediately below each element off that is equal to f (k). 
On the other hand, if c(k) =g,, then in reading f from right to left, place one 
label below each element off that is equal to f (k). Continue reading and labeling 
until all of the labels have been distributed. Let u be the uncolored permutation 
that appears below J Then, finally, I& is defined to be the correspondence that 
maps f : = (f) to the pair (E) where h is the non-decreasing rearrangement off and 
(T:=(Z). 
As an example of how I/J works, consider the sequence f E S,[O, 4, 1, 2, l] of 
(2.5). The first four readings together with the associated labeling go as follows: 
f:=(:)=(g, 2 b2 3 g, 2 g 2 4 4 5 2 
1 b, b, g, b, > 
(4.3) 
+ . . . . . . . 1 
t3. .2. . . . 
+. . 4..... 
+ . 5 . . . . . . 
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If continued until all of the elements off : = ({) have received labels, then one 
can easily see that the associated uncolored permutation is cr = 3 5 4 2 6 7 8 1 E 
P[8], that h = 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 5, and that u := (z) is the multicolored permutation 
(3.3). Note that Cutf = Cut 0 = (2, 3, 7}, Mix (T = (4, 5}, h E H[5, ~1, specf = 
spec h, PU) = Pi, and ~&f) = ~~(a). 
The preceding observations are more than coincidence, and are summed up in 
Lemma 4.1. The proof of this lemma follows in a straightforward manner from 
the description of $ and is therefore omitted. 
Lemma 4.1. T# is a bijection 
H[r, a]} where i(r) = n means 
then 
(4.4) 
(a) Cutf = Cut (r 
(b) spec f = spec h 
between Ui(r)=n &[i(r)] and ((2): (T E PJn], h E 
i,+i,+.. * + i, = n. Furthermore, if q(J) = (&), 
(c) pldf) = P,(o) for 1 G 1 s v 
(d) ymcf) = ~~(0‘) for 1 urn =S w. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires one additional technical lemma. In order to 
state it, a few more definitions are needed. First, the p-analog, p-factorial, and 
p-binomial coefficient of a non-negative integer are respectively defined to be 
[n] := 1 +p +p2 + - . - +p”-‘, [n]! := [1][2] . . - [n], and 
(4.5) “k [I := [n]!/[k]! [n - ]! 
where, by convention, [0] := 1. Second, for h E H[r, a] of length n, let 
(a) m 0:= h(1) - 1, 
(4.6) (b) mk :=h(k+l)-h(k)-X(kEMixa) forlsksn, 
(c) m,:=r-h(n), 
where, for a statement S, x(S) is defined to be 1 if S is true and 0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, let 
(4.7) z(h) = 2 kmk. 
k=O 
With these definitions, it is a simple matter to adapt the argument of Lemma 5.1 
in [lo] to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. Zf r 2 1 and o E P,[n], then 
(4.8) c pz(h)= 
hsH[r; a] 
r-l-;ixo+a]. 
Furthermore, for a fixed h E H[r, a] with spec h = i(r), sms (r + z(h) = CL=, (r - 
k)ik. 
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Noting the fact (see page 95 of [5]) that 
a proof of Theorem 3.1 may finally be given. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let P,(n) be as defined in (3.4) and LHS denote the 
left-hand side of (1.6a). Further, let (*& : = coefficient of tm in (*), let i(r) = IZ 
mean i1 + iz + - - . + i, = n, and let roi(r) := C;=i (r - k)ik. The following se- 
quence of equalities establish Theorem 3.1. They are justified by (4.9) with 
p = ql, Lemma 4.2, and Theorem 2.1 with r replaced by (r + 1). 
(4.10) LHS = r,zo (r _‘r; c [’ - ; + “]{e(‘))h 
2, 2 n+l ma0 
= r,zo (tgt:; = c (t2YUff 2 n+l i(r+l)=n fsS,[i(r+l)] 
x (ql)(r+oe+l) (q2)sCsf@_f@‘Cf) 
= Ix0 t; ipzzo ;;(;2;n; jj (~(qJ+‘-% 
5. Other interpretations on multicolored permutations for (1.6a) 
DCsarmCnien and Foata [2] showed that the case of (1.6a) in which v = 1 and 
w = 1 enumerates bicolored permutations by statistics other than those con- 
sidered in Section 3. In fact, as pointed out by the referee, the statistics and 
methods of [2] readily extend to provide another combinatorial interpretation of 
the multicolored case of (1.6a). To explain why the extended statistics of [2] and 
those of Theorem 3.1 are equally distributed, a “weight” preserving bijection 
between multicolored permutations is presented in this section. 
The main theorems of this section depend on the “Inverse,” “Associate,” and 
“Sort” bijections. First, the inverse of o := (z) E P,[n] is defined to be 
(5.1) a-i:= 
(c;;ll) = ( o-‘(l) o-‘(2) ** * 64 ) 
co o-‘(1) co a-l(2) * * * co a-‘(n) 
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Let c(a) := 0-l. For example, the inverse of o in (3.3) is 
(5.2) L(G) 0-l ( 8 4 1 3 2 
5 6 7 
: = = b2 g, gl g2 b2 b, bl ) gl ’ 
The Associate bijection arises in connection with an extension of what is 
referred to as the first associate by DCsarmCnien and Foata. For (T := (z) E PC[n], 
define the “color index” sets to be 
(5.3) 
(a) Z,(a) : = {i: c(i) = b,} 
(b) J,(o) := ii: c(i) = g,>, 
where 1~1~ u and 1 <rn SW. Furthermore, if Z/(O) = {il<i2<- * * ik,} and 
J,(o) = {jr < j2 < . * . < jh,}, then let 
(5.4) 
(a) B,(a) := a(il)a(i2) - * * a(&,) 
(b) G,(@) := 4i&(L) - - . GJ. 
Then, the first through fourth associates of 0 are respectively the permutations in 
P[n] defined by 
(a) al(o) := Z3,(@B2(o). . . B,(c)G~(~)G~(o) * . * G,(a) 
(b) a2(0-‘) := B&S-‘)&(a-‘) . . * B&J-‘)rG,(a-‘)rG, 
(5.5) 
x (w’) . . . rG,,,(o-‘) 
(c) +(o) := B1(0)&(0). . . B,(o)G,(a)G,(o) . . . G,(o) 
(d) a,@-‘) := B,(a-‘)B,(a-‘) 9 * * &(a-‘)rG,(o-‘)rG, 
x (&). . . rG,(a-I), 
where rG,,,(o.‘) denotes the reflection of the word G,(w’) along the horizontal. 
The Associate map &, is based on the first associate u1 and is defined by the 
rule 
(5.6) 
B,(o) B2(fJ) . . * R(a) G(a) G,(o) . . - G,(a) 
&l(O):= ( Z,(o) Z,(a) * * * Z,(o) Jl(O) 32(o) * * . J,(o) . > 
As may be easily verified, S& is a bijection from PC[,] to the set of pairs ($J 
where a: is an uncolored permutation in P[n] and 8 is an ordered partition of the 
set (1, 2, . . . , n} into (V + W) parts (empty parts allowed). As an illustration of 
the Associate map, application of d1 to the multicolored permutation 
(5.7) n:= 0 Jc ( 8 6 1 2 3 4 5 7 = 
C b2 gl g, g2 b2 bl b, gl > 
E P431 
yeilds 
(5.8) 
617 2 
a’(H) = ({6” :] 1; :] (2 3 S} (4) 
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The Sort bijection Y maps a multicolored permutation 0 := (F) E P,[n] to a pair 
($) where, as before, (Y E P[n] and 9 is an ordered partition of the set 
{I, 2, . . . , n} into (V + W) parts. The map Y and the determination of (Y are both 
based on a simple “interchange” rule: For G := (z), first determine the smallest 
integer k at which the set {c(k + 1) : c(k)= > c(k + 1)) attains its minimum color. 
If there is no such k, then do nothing. Otherwise, 
1 
if u(k) # a(k + 1) f 1, then interchange a(k) and a(k + 1) in 0 
(5.9) 
if u(k) = a(k + 1) f 1, then in 0 replace 
a(k)o(k + 1) := ($; ;;; = ;:, by ($)I) +(k;l)). 
Now iterate the interchange rule until 0 is transformed into a multicolored 
permutation a:= (7) with j(k)C <j(k + 1) for all k and (Y = a,(a). After the 
“sorted” a associated with a particular <T is determined, the map Sp is then 
defined by 
(5.10) 
.. -B,(a) G,(a) 
Y(a) := (T;((;) “I:I=,‘. . . I”((q 
G,(a)ee-Gw(a) 
J,(o) J,(a) . . . J,,,(a) > ’ 
For example, note that the sorted multicolored permutation associated with 0-l 
of (4.2) is 
(5.11) ( 4 5 8 3 6 1 7 2 
bi bi bz bz g, g, g, > g, * 
It then follows from (5.10) and (5.11) that .Y(W’) is equal to the expression in 
(5.8). 
The statistics considered in [2] that are relevant here are defined in terms of the 
“inverse ligne of route” of a permutation: For an uncolored u := 
u(l)u(2) * * . u(n) E P[n], let 
(a) Iligne u : = {k : (k + 1) appears to the left of k in u} 
(5*12) (b) ‘d 1 es u : = cardinality of Iligne u (c) imaj u:= c k 
kdligneo 
Furthermore, for an associate ai of a multicolored permutation (T, define 
idesa, := ides ai and imajai(o) := imaj ai( The main result of this section 
may now be stated: 
Theorem 5.1. The map 52 := d;’ 0 90 I is a bijection from P,[n] to PC[n]. 
Moreover, for 0 E P,[n], Cut (J := Iligne a,(D(a)) and Mix (J : = Iligne a2(s2(a)). 
Thus, the 4-vectors (cut, scs, mix, sms) and (idesa,, imaia,, idesa,, imaia,) are 
equally dhtributed over PC[n]. 
Much of the work for an example of Theorem 5.1 has already been carried out. 
If 0 is the multicolored permutation of (3.3), then it follows from (5.2), the 
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EL 
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(d) Note that the Sort map depends on the order of the color set. Thus, 
with respect to the new order, the green integers will be sorted to 
the left rather than to the right. 
With these changes, Theorem 2.1 remains valid as stated and a slight revision of 
the proof for Theorem 3.1 shows that the coefficients Z’,(n) of (1.6a) are also 
equal to 
nET,n, (ti)“‘” o(t2)c”t u(q~)SXSu(q2)SCSuBB~(r~GY~u~, 
c 
Thus, we have the following bijection that provides both a direct link to the 
results of [2] and two more interpretations for the coefficients of (1.6a): 
Theorem 5.2. The map S2’ := a;‘0 9’0 c is a bijection from P,[n] to P,[n]. 
Moreover, for (T E P,[n], Cut 0 := Iligne a,(#(@) and Xim 0 := Iligne a,(Q’(o)). 
Thus, the 4-vectors (cut, scs, xim, sxs) and (idesa,, imaia,, idesa,, imaia,) are 
equally distributed over P,[n]. 
6. Multicolored tableaux 
In this section, combinatorial interpretations for T’,(X) and T,(Y) of (1.6b) will 
be stated in terms of weighted “multicolored” tableaux. For a partition 
k:=(il,z-&>.. . 3 Ak > 0), the Ferrers diagram of shape il is the set of left 
justified rows of cells with A, cells in the bottom row, A, cells in the next row, and 
so on. For instance, the Ferrers diagram of (6.1) is of shape A = (4, 4, 3, 1). 
(6.1) 
A multicolored tableau PC of shape A is obtained by filling each cell of the 
corresponding Ferrers diagram with a colored integer such that the following row 
and column conditions are satisfied: 
(6.2) 
(a) Row condition. From left-to-right, with respect to ce,, the integer 
entries in every row must be strictly increasing with the exception 
that adjacent blue entries of the same shade may be equal. 
(b) Column condition. From bottom-to-top, the entries in every column 
must be strictly increasing with the exception that adjacent green 
entries of the same shade may be equal. 
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The set of such PC will be denoted by T,[L]. On the left in (6.3) is an example of a 
multicolored tableau. 
I I n 6 4 I( )I b2
(6.3) pc = 
(:,I c:2) C,) (;,I 
Q= 
1 
3 3 4 
2 2 3 4 
1 1 2 2 
In the case when the entries are restricted to a single shade of blue (resp. 
green), then (6.2a) and (6.2b) reduce to the defining conditions for what is known 
in the literature [6, 7, 9, 15, 161 as a tableau (resp. the conjugate of a tableau). Of 
course, when restricted to a single shade of blue, there is no reason to even speak 
of color, and one may just as well consider filling a Ferrers diagram with 
“uncolored” positive integers. As this is the point of view adopted here, the 
symbol T[L] will be used to signify this set of “uncolored” tableaux of shape A. 
Thus, Q in (6.3) is an element of T[4, 4, 3, 11. 
The weights of a multicolored tableau PC and of a regular tableau Q are 
respectively defined to be 
(6.4) 
(a) V(P’) := IYI (xjbl) ,I..gq pc (WL) 
(j;br)EPC .,E 
(b) W(Q) := k;I, yk. 
For instance, the weights of the tableaux in (6.3) are V(P’) =x~_x$&b:b$&~ 
and W(Q) = Y?Y;Y~Y!Y,. 
The following theorem provides combinatorial interpretations of the expres- 
sions that appear in the left-hand side of (1.6b). An outline of the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 may be found in Section 7. 
Theorem 6.1. The polynomials deJined by 
(6.5) T’,(X) := c V(P’) and 
PCET,(A] 
T,(Y) := QT,A, W(Q) 
E 
satisfy identity (1.6b). 
7. A proof of Theorem 6.1 
A generalization of the Knuth’s correspondence between “multicolored” 
matrices and multicolored tableaux will be utilized in this section to verify 
Theorem 6.1. This generalization, denoted by K, is presented as a composition 
CD 0 r of two bijections. 
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An (r x s) matrix A = (Uij) is said to be multicolored if its entries are of the 
form 
(7.1) aij := (PI, 62, * . . 3 A; Yl, Y2, . . . ) VW) 
where, for 1 s k =S v, PI is any non-negative integer, and, for 1 cm =Z W, y,,, is 
either one or zero. The set of such matrices will be denoted by M,(r x s). 
A matrix A E M,(r x s) will be viewed as a rectangular array of cells with 
entries as given in (7.1). Furthermore, the rows (resp. columns) of A will be 
numbered from bottom-to-top (resp. left-to-right). For u = 2 and w = 2, an 
example of an element of MC (5 X 6) is illustrated in (7.2). The trivial entries 
(0,O; 0,O) have been omitted. 
(7.2) 
I 
r=5 
1 
I s=6 
An entry Uij := (PI, p2, . . . , /&; yl, y2, . . . , y,,,) of A E i@.(r X S) is assigned 
the weight 
(7.3) u(U,) := ii (b,xiyj)P’ ii (g,XiYj)“e 
I=1 m=l 
The weight of A is then defined by extending U in a “cell-wise” multiplicative 
manner, that is, 
(7.4) U(A) I= fi fi U(aij). 
;=I j=l 
For instance, the matrix A of (7.1) has weight U(A) = 
52322432 
x:x~~x5b,b~,g,y,y,y,y,y,. 
The first correspondence r in the composition K maps a matrix A E Mc(r X s) 
to a pair 
(7.5) 
0 ( 
; := h(l) 
f(l) 
h(2) * . . h(n)) 
f(2). . -f(n) 
where at := sum of all integers in A, f is a multicolored sequence, and h is a 
non-decreasing sequence of positive integers. Given A E M&r x s), to determine 
the corresponding h and f, first associated with an entry aij as in (7.1) the 
sequences 
(a) h,, .=jSl+...+a+Yl+“‘+Y* 
V . 
(7-6) (b) fYj := (;,)pl(b,)Bi. . . (;u)Bu(;l)y’(;2)y2. . . (iw)“,
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where a symbol of the form Zk denotes k copies of Z. The pair T(A) = (5;) is then 
obtained by juxtaposing the respective sequences h, and$j according to the order 
corresponding to scanning up the first column of A, then up the second column of 
A, and so on. For instance, if A is the matrix of (7.2), then 
112222333446 
(7.7) r(A)= 4 4 2 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 3 3 
( br bz g, gz b, bz b, b, bl gz g, ) g, ’ 
In order to succintly state the properties of r, for the multicolored sequence f
and an integer s a 1, define H[s, f] to be the set of non-decreasing integer 
sequences h having the same length as f such that 
(7S) (a) l+Ws 
(b) h(k) < h(k + 1) if k E Cutf. 
Stated without proof, Lemma 7.1 gives the pertinent attributes of r. 
Lemma 7.1. 
h E mf)) 
<j>, h% 
r is a bijection from M,(r x s) to the set ((3) :f E LJicrj_ &[i(r)], 
where i(r) = n means il + i2 + - - * + i, = n. Furthermore, if T(A) = 
(7.9) 
(a) /3,(f) = sum of all /3! entries in A, 1~ 1 s v 
(b) y,,,(f) = sum of all y,,, entries in A, 1 G m c w. 
The second bijection Qi of K maps an element (3) of the second set in Lemma 
7.1 to a pair of tableaux (P’, Q) of the same shape where P’ is a multicolored 
tableau and Q is a regular tableau. The tableau Q is obtained from h according to 
the exact procedure given by Knuth [6]. As for the multi-colored tableau P”, it is 
obtained from the multicolored sequence f by using a bumping process that is 
very similar to the procedure in [6]. The only difference that needs to be noted 
arises when a colored integer f (k) is to be bumped into a given colored row R : 
(a) If f(k) is blue, then reading R from left to right, bump the first 
colored integer from R that is lexicographically strictly larger than 
f(k) and replace the integer by f(k). If no such colored integer 
exists, then add a new cell that contains f(k) to the extreme 
(7.10) 
right-hand end of R. 
(b) If f(k) ’ g 1s reen, then reading R from left to right, bump the first 
colored integer from R that is lexicographically greater than or equal 
to f(k) and replace that integer by f(k). If no such colored integer 
exists, then add a new cell that contains f(k) to the extreme 
right-hand end of R. 
As an example of the colored bumping process, if (,“,) is “bumped” into the 
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(7.11) 
then (2,) bumps (i,) from row 1, which in turn bumps (:,) from row 2, which in 
turn bumps (:J from row 3, which in turn becomes the entry of a new cell added 
to create row 4. The resulting multicolored tableau is P” given in (6.3). 
Furthermore, as the reader may verify, the correspondence CD maps the (:) of 
(7.7) to the pair (PC, Q) given in (6.3). 
Let T,[A;r] be the set of tableaux in ZZ[A] such that all of the colored integer 
entries (:) are such that 1 c n s r. Then, using arguments similar to those found 
in [6], it is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.2. Qi is a bijection from the set {(f;) :f E Uicrj=n S,[i(r)], h E H[s, f]} to 
the set kJI {(PC, Q) : PC E T,[& r], Q E T[A, s]}. 
The final important observation to make in order to prove Theorem 4.1 is that 
K = @or is weight preserving, that is, if K(A) = (P’, Q), then U(A) = 
V(P’)W(Q). The proof of Theorem 6.1 goes as follows: 
ProofofTheorem6.1. Let T’n(xr,. . . ,~,):=C~=~~,~;~,v(PC)andT*(y,, . . . ,y,):= 
CQET,l;sl W(Q). Then, the properties of the map K imply that 
7 E.(xl,. . . 7 ~~)T,(YI, * * * 7 us) = C U(A) = C fi IfI u(aij) 
Aeiu,(rXs) AeM,(rxs) i=lj=l 
(7.12) =riI? c 
i=l j=l (B1;pz;...;B.;y,;y~;...yv) [=l 
= fi fi (l+ glxiYj)(l + g9iYj) ’ ’ ’ C1 + g+PiYj) 
j=l j=l (1 - b,Xjyj)(l - b,Xjyj) * * ' (l- buxiyj) . 
To obtain Theorem 6.1, simply let r, s+- 00 in (7.12). 0 
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